
Minutes of WP-meeting 244

 
Attendance:
DESY: Ralf Diener, Ulrich Einhaus, Leif Jönsson, Claus Kleinwort, Paul Malek, Amir Shirazi, Dimitra 
Tsionou
Vidyo: Jochen Kaminski, Ron Settles, Akira Sugiyama, Jan Timmermans

General News:
Ralf reminded everyone that the LCTPC homepage (https://www.lctpc.org) is hopelessly outdated. 
Some of the newest information date back from 2009. Ralf is willing to upload information which is 
mailed, but all the groups are responsible for sending him documents, information and pictures. For 
some of the technologies have not even a basic description is available. Also most recent publications 
date back to 2010. It was generally felt, also during the CM, that  this is counterproductive and may 
turn off interested people. That is why it is important to either update the information, or remove 
unnecessary sub-directories of the webpage. Ralf therefore asked everyone to have a look at the 
webpage and that everyone should state his opinion on which parts should be removed or send him 
information.
A couple of suggestions were made and Jochen offered to write to the CB, because he hopes that this 
will have the highest impact.

PCMAG/LP setup, test beam:
Ralf: no news 

News from the groups:
Leif mentioned that he is in contact with the convenor of WP9 in AIDA 2020, Paolo Petagna. He is 
interested in micro-channel cooling. In this context Leif asked if any information on the temperature 
stability requirements are known. It was pointed out that there was some study on the temperature by 
Deb Sankar. It was presented in the WPmtg 213.

Akira reported that the Japanese groups had a meeting on the gating device test beam in 
October/November. They will probably need some help from European collaborators, in particular 
Lund and DESY. Akira asked, if there could be a dedicated meeting on this, and it was suggested, that 
this could be done in the next WPmtg in 2 weeks. There are also some issues with finding travel 
money. One possibility could be funds for traveling to conferences. Akira suggest to organize make a 
workshop on gating devices to be eligible for this funding. There were some additional suggestion on 
potential funding. The DESY group will investigate several of them.. The test beam will take place 
from 31.10.-13.11.

AOB:
The next workpackage meeting will take place on July 7th.

http://www.lctpc.org/

